FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Amsterdam, 27 February 2012

IBFD Launches IBFD Mobile Tax Facts to help tax professionals keep up with demands for ever quicker answers

On 27 February 2012 IBFD launches IBFD Mobile Tax Facts. This new mobile site enables international taxation specialists to access information covering over 200 countries on tax news, key features of a jurisdiction, withholding tax rates, EU VAT rates, interest & penalties, practical information on how to deal with transfer pricing, holding companies and tax management, directly from their smartphone.

Today's work reality is not deskbound, particularly so for tax professionals
The launch of IBFD Mobile Tax Facts responds to the increasing blur experienced by business professionals between their at-work and out-of-work realities. Tax professionals are not exempt.

Maarten Goudsmit, Publishing Director and Executive Board Member of IBFD, explains: “Our clients are constantly solicited for quick answers to support decisions with big impact. Immediate access to up to date facts is a necessity for tax professionals, even more so when working cross border. Being able to check, for instance, a withholding tax rate or the latest tax news when being pushed for a decision whilst they cannot access a computer can help them feel more confident about giving a favourable or unfavourable advice on a decision.”

IBFD Mobile Tax Facts features
Available in three packages, Full Set, Light Set and VAT Set, the IBFD Mobile Tax Facts mobile product is available at m.ibfd.org. It covers over 200 countries in the world, and offers the following collections:

- Tax news (Tax News Service and EVD News)
- Key features overview per tax jurisdiction
- Withholding Tax Rates Tables
- EU VAT Rates Tables
- Essential information related to Holding Companies
- Information related to compliance (Tax Management and Interest & Penalty Tables)
- Essential information related to Transfer Pricing
- Tax terms Glossary
- Abstracts of recent journal articles

For more information or for a free trial view http://www.ibfd.org/IBFD-Products/IBFD-Mobile-Tax-Facts, or contact Sorrel Hidding, Marketing Manager: +31 20 554 0142 s.hidding@ibfd.org

About IBFD
IBFD is a leading provider of cross-border tax expertise, with offices in Amsterdam, Beijing, Washington and Kuala Lumpur. IBFD serves Fortune 500 companies, governments, international consultancy firms and tax advisors. Renowned as the authoritative centre for cross-border tax expertise, IBFD utilizes her global network of Tax Experts and Knowledge Centre to remain at the forefront of global tax information.
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